What’s Hot 2014

Mystery Shop Reporting just got Personal

A brand new reporting Concept
Available now

Easy to make
Every user can make personal
custom views

Easy to share
Any view can be shared across the
company in seconds

Easy to get
Every user gets automatic report
delivery on their personal schedule

Personal Reporting System

Rebrand Everything with Theme Commander II

Any client can look utterly unique across your entire system in minutes.

Do-It-Yourself Rebranding

Apply backgrounds, textures and color schemes for an unbeatable customer experience.

Mobile Done Right

Fast Easy Mobile Surveys

A New Way to Mystery Shop

Mobile Surveys up in 10 minutes

These aren’t mystery shops.
These are Insta-Shops: fast, mobile and affordable

ÌÌ Audits
ÌÌ Exit Interviews
ÌÌ Customer Satisfaction

All New Mobile Platform

ÌÌ Geo-verification
ÌÌ Shopper Payment Handling
ÌÌ Instant Mobile Signup & Self Assign

The hottest dashboards and shopviews in the business

Drag & Drop Shop Views

Drag & Drop Dashboards

The most successful scheduling
system in the industry
Send Shop Offers directly to Mobile
Devices with Shop Notifier

Enforce tough rotations with
SHOPPER PICK DATE

Fraud is War. Get Armed up.
Auto-detect bad receipts with

Verify Shopper Time & Location with

Sunday & Saturdays only

5 shop maximum
Fill Shops Faster with ASAP Emailing

2 Buffer Days between shops

Catch Contradictory & Impossible Answers with Rulze
SASSIE doesn’t make you wait for a
once-a-day blast. Our emails start going out
the instant you hit SEND. How else could we
send 390 million shop offers a year?

SASSIE vs. the Competition: A Scheduler’s POV
1. Ease of use: “SASSIE is the easiest of all the systems. Other systems need two tabs, 5
clicks and session builders to do the same as a two-click operation in SASSIE.”
2. Efficiency: “SASSIE’s visibility controls let schedulers, editors and managers work
together though the system instead of endless back and forth calls and emails.”
3. Shopper Citations: “Our schedulers have huge leverage to get shoppers to not flake on a
shop because Citations visibly change the shopper’s rating. No other system has this.”

Automated Scheduling

Anti-fraud Technologies

For over a decade, the #1 system in the
mystery shopping industry!
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Used by over 150 mystery shopping companies
Over 15,000 clients
Over 150 countries
Over 3 million registered shoppers (with 9.4 million shopper accounts)
Over 390 million shop posting emails sent every year
500-800 custom projects handled every year

Testimonials from our partners
 SASSIE is the true industry leader. One of the rare times where the BIGGEST is also the
BADDEST ... and the BEST.
— Josh Stern, Reality Based Group
 Ten years ago, our move from developing our own internal software to the Sassie platform
freed us to focus on our core business: expert execution of complex mystery shopping
programs. The move gave us the flexibility to custom build programs exactly as clients
wanted them, in hours or days, not weeks.
— Elaine Buxton, CEO, Confero Inc
 SurfMerchants helped us win our largest client to date! We were thrilled with Lily and her
team — they worked around the clock and flew in to present with us in person. We could
not be happier!
— Lise D’Andrea, President and CEO, Customer Service Experts, Inc.
 The key to success for any business is the people you surround yourself with. SASSIE was
one of the first partners Customer Impact selected to partner with over a dozen years ago
and we have not regretted that selection for one minute.
— Mike Green, Customer Impact
 SASSIE is supported by a team of passionate, helpful and customer focused experts to
guide our business through every mystery shopping eventuality. Sassie is the platform that
gives us the edge in a highly competitive market.
— Catherine Van Veen, Managing Director, Personally Recommended
 SurfMerchants is the trend-setter in the industry when it comes to staying ahead of the
curve such as in reporting development, scheduling tools, and mobile offerings.
— Marci Bikshorn, Service Excellence Group
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